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published   a   photograph   of   the   papillae   of   P.   velutinus   plus   what   he   refers
to   as   cutaneous   glands.   The   papillae   are   in   2-3   regular   transverse   rows,   and
are   prominent.   If   these   specimens   are   conspecific   with   my   velutinus   mate-

rial,  their   appearance   is   relevant   to   this   argument.   In   my   collection   of   few
specimens   of   either   velutinus   or   my   variegatus   I   cannot   see   these   elevated
(enlarged)   papiUae   on   the   whole   mounts.   It   is   my   contention   that   the   de-

scriptions of  papillae  by  Hrabe  and  Kasprzak  are  almost  identical  to  that  of
Leidy,   and   that   other   similarities   between   velutinus   and   variegatus   validate
the   comparison.   The   discovery   by   Holmquist   of   spermathecal   setae   in   var-

iegatus  requires   a   close   comparison   of   this   with   velutinus   and   nikolskyi
Last,   and   Sok.

The   papillae   in   multisetosus   are   of   a   very   different   dimension.   They   are
so   remarkable   that   Leidy   may   well   have   been   moved   to   describe   them   in
much   stronger   terms   than   prominent   or   elevated.   Factually,   both   multise-

tosus  and   variegatus   mihi   have   papillae   which   qualify,   they   differ   in   size
and   ease   of   visibility   of   the   sensory/secretory   papillae,   but   variegatus   usu-

ally  has   a   closer   covering   of   the   body   wall   papillae   not   specifically   men-
tioned by  Leidy.

Locality.  —  Holmquist   does   not   discuss   locahty   or   habitat   although   these
points   were   raised   in   correspondence   with   her.   Philadelphia   is   within   the
geographical   range   of   both   variegatus   mihi   and   multisetosus   (J.   Hiltunen,
personal   communication).   The   species   overlap   in   the   St.   Lawrence   Great
Lakes   but   multisetosus   seems   to   be   a   more   southern   species   at   its   northern
limits   with   the   reverse   for   variegatus.   Specimens   resembling   this   species
have   been   found   in   Washington   State,   most   recently   in   Mowitch   Lake,
Mount   Rainier   Park,   1966   by   G.   Larson.   These   specimens   are   notable   in
that   there   are   up   to   5   (serrate)   hair   setae   and   6   short   hair-Uke   setae   with
minutely   pectinate   tips,   but   there   are   usually   only   3-4   of   each.   In   segment
II   the   dorsal   bundle   includes   a   less   hair-like   bifid   seta   with   an   elongate   upper
tooth.   These   also   resemble   P.   nikolskyi,   known   from   Asiatic   Russia,   and
aU   of   these   may   be   conspecific.

Habitat.  —  A   ferruginous   spring   suggests   to   me   a   close   connection   to
ground   water   and   adequate   aeration.   P.   multisetosus   is   often   found   in   warm,
eutrophic   habitats   if   not   frankly   polluted   sites.   P.   variegatus,   on   the   other
hand,   is   a   cold   water   oligotrophic   species   largely   limited   to   big   lakes.   Similar
ecological   habits   in   species   like   L.   profundicola   and   R.falciformis   have   led
to   their   detection   in   large   lakes   and   small   spring-fed   streams,   so   a   spring   as
the   type   locality   seems   consistent   with   the   known   ecology   of   variegatus
mihi.   Mr.   M.   Loden   (personal   communication)   collected   variegatus   in   cold
Pennsylvania   streams   in   winter   in   sand-gravel   substrates.

Taxonomic   stability.  —  Several   possible   decisions   could   flow   from   the   var-
ious  positions   adopted.   Leidy  's   species   could   be   declared   to   be   unrecog-

nizable  by   virtue   of   the   impossibility   of   deciding   between   multisetosus
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Smith   and   variegatus   mihi   on   the   basis   of   Leidy's   description   which   was,
to   say   the   least,   inadequate.   If   Leidy's   species   were   to   be   dubbed   a   species
inquirenda   I   assume   the   generic   name   would   be   unavailable   if   it   were   placed
on   the   Official   Index   by   the   Commission.   The   whole   lexicon   of   old   generic
names   could   then   be   reactivated   including   Saenuris   Grube,   Embolocephalus
Randolph,   Spirosperma   Eisen,   Pachydermon   Claparede,   Hemitubifex   Bed-
dard   and   Tubificoides   Lastockin   (see   Brinkhurst   and   Jamieson   1971   for
details).   Indeed,   this   is   exactly   what   Holmquist   is   obliged   to   do,   although
Saenuris,   Pachydermon,   Peloryctes   and   Hemitubifex   for   Edukemius   are
not   available   as   can   be   deduced   by   inspection   of   the   synonymies   in   Brink-

hurst  and   Jamieson,   1971,   pp.   453,   481,   506,   508-9,   572-74.   As   the   genus
is   to   be   broken   up,   rejection   of   Peloscolex   might   seem   to   be   the   wisest
course,   if   legal,   but   stability   could   be   challenged   at   any   time   by   a   claimed
recognition   of   Leidy's   species.

By   accepting   the   author's   decision,   the   name   Peloscolex   remains   avail-
able  for   the   major   group   of   species   formerly   in   that   assemblage.

Accepting   P.   multisetosus   as   a   synonym   of   variegatus   would   cause   max-
imum  confusion   in   a   literature   now   very   extensively   used   by   appHed   biol-
ogists  using   sludge-worms   in   pollution   biology   in   North   America.   The

grounds   for   doing   this   would   have   to   be   very   substantial   for   it   to   gain   ac-
ceptance  by   this   community,   which   is   continually   disturbed   by   changes   in

generic   names.   Holmquist   suggests   that   Smith   (1900)   suggested   a   possible
synonymy   of   his   multisetosus   and   P.   variegatus   of   Leidy,   but   my   interpre-

tation  of   that   suggestion   is   that   Smith   believed   the   two   to   be   potentially
congeneric   though   he   described   his   species   as   an   Embolocephalus  .   Beddard
(1895)   stated   categorically   that   variegatus   of   Leidy   had   dorsal   setae   all   hair-

like,  as   in   velutinus,   but   it   is   not   clear   that   he   saw   types   or   communicated
with   Leidy.   The   latter   was   President   of   the   Philadelphia   Academy   of   Na-

tional  Sciences   (where   his   collection^   were)   until   he   died   in   1891.
Discussion.  —  Holmquist   has   contributed   two   major   changes   to   the   de-

scription  of   variegatus   mihi.   She   discovered   genital   setae   of   a   form   that   I
anticipated   might   be   present   when   discussing   the   closely   related   nikolskyi
Last,   and   Sok.   (Brinkhurst   and   Jamieson   1971,   p.   508),   but   I   hardly   expected
my   prophesy   to   be   substantiated   from   my   own   neotypes.   She   also   finds   no
cuticular   penis   sheaths   which   I   believed   to   be   present.   As   these   are   absent
in   the   related   velutinus   and   nikolskyi   it   would   seem   that   I   was   looking   at
the   normal   cuticular   layer   of   the   penis   sac,   which   becomes   thicker   in   gen-

uine penis  sheaths.
Otherwise   I   suggest   that   my   variegatus   is   no   more   at   odds   with   Leidy's

original   than   is   multisetosus.   My   suggestion   to   Holmquist   in   a   personal
communication   was   that   a   sensible   option   might   be   to   declare   Leidy's   de-

scription  to   be   inadequate   and  to   reject   the   name  Peloscolex,   especially   as
the   genus   is   bound   to   be   divided   as   a   result   of   more   recent   work   by   a
number   of   authors.   If   my   variegatus   is   upheld,   the   name   Peloscolex   can   be
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used   for   the   bulk   of   the   limnic   species   (which   Holmquist   divides   into   Em-
bolocephalus,   Spirosperma,   Orientodrilus   and   perhaps   more  —  she   does   not
yet   attribute   all   the   species   she   has   seen   into   genera,   nor   does   she   mention
at   least   six   species   in   the   recent   literature).   The   name   Embolocephalus
Randolph   is   not   available   for   multisetosus   and   its   ally   moszynskii   as   the
type   of   the   genus   is   velutinus   Grube,   so   that   a   new   name   must   be   created.
If   Holmquist'  s   decision   is   adopted,   two   well   known   North   American   species
swap   names   {variegatus   for   multisetosus),   variegatus   gets   a   new   name   as
yet   unspecified,   and   the   generic   name   Peloscolex   becomes   applied   to   a   pair
of   species   that   are   clearly   separate   from   the   genus   as   currently   defined.   I
can   only   conclude   that   Holmquist   has   chosen   the   worst   possible   path   from
the   point   of   view   of   stability   of   the   nomenclature,   and   I   would   prefer   to
retain   my   designation   of   neotypes   of   variegatus.

The   other   decisions   made   by   Holmquist   are   as   yet   incomplete,   but   it   can
be   said   that   the   two   genera   Tubificoides   and   Edukemius   sensu   Holmquist
are   part   of   a   larger   assemblage   of   marine   species   (including   former   Tubifex
species   and   new   entities)   currently   being   assembled   by   Brinkhurst   and   Bak-

er  (1979)   the   type   species   of   which   should   correctly   be   cited   as   T.   het-
erochaetus   Lastockin,   1937   (synonym   =   T.   swirencowi   Jaroschenko,   1948   =
Peloscolex   swirencowi   Jar.   Hrabe,   1964;   non   Limnodrilus   heterochaetus
Michaelsen,   1926   =   Peloscolex   heterochaetus   [Mich.]   de   Vos   1936;  —  all
vide   Brinkhurst   and   Jamieson   1971,   pp.   508,   511,   521   for   references).
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Abstract.  —  Postcranial   remains   of   a   large   parasuchian   comparable   to   Ru-
tiodon   manhattanensis   were   recovered   in   an   excavation   at   Dulles   Interna-

tional  Airport,   Fairfax   County,   Virginia.   While   fragmentary,   these   remains
represent   the   first   parasuchian   known   from   the   Culpeper   Basin   and   consti-

tute  the   only   tetrapod   skeletal   material   reported   from   this   basin;   previous
reptile   records   are   based   on   footprints.   The   problems   of   taxonomic   assign-

ment  of   the   known   Newark   parasuchian   remains   is   briefly   discussed.

Although   the   Culpeper   Basin   is   one   of   the   larger   of   the   exposed   Newark
basins   comprising   the   Newark   Supergroup   (Olsen,   1978),   until   recently   it
received   relatively   little   attention   except   for   the   pioneering   mapping   done
by   Roberts   (1928).   In   the   last   few   years   a   number   of   papers   have   appeared
on   local   problems   within   the   basin   but   only   a   few   have   expanded   on   the
lithostratigraphy   and   chronostratigraphy   put   forth   by   Roberts.   Comet   et   al.
(1973)   and   Comet   (1977)   established   the   existence   of   Jurassic   (Liassic)   age
sediments   toward   the   top   of   the   basin's   sequence;   prior   to   this   discovery
the   entire   column   was   presumed   to   belong   within   the   upper   Triassic.   These
conclusions   have   been   reinforced   by   similar   interpretations   of   the   Culpeper
basin   fish   fauna   by   Schaeffer   and   McDonald   (1978).   Major   changes   in   the
basin   lithostratigraphy   have   been   proposed   by   Lee   (1977),   who   has   proposed
a   series   of   names   for   units   in   the   basin   quite   different   from   those   used   (in
part   erroneously)   by   Roberts.

The   remains   described   herein   were   excavated   by   D.   H.   Dunkle   and   R.
E.   Eggleton   in   1959   from   a   drainage   ditch   due   east   of   the   south   end   of   the
main   north-  south   mnway   at   Dulles   International   Airport   (Figure   1).   On   the
presumption   that   about   30,000   stratigraphic   feet   of   sediment   are   present   in
the   basin,   this   locality   lies   about   5,000   stratigraphic   feet   (1,600   meters)
above   the   base   of   the   basin's   column   and   about   15,000   stratigraphic   feet
(4,700   meters)   below   the   lowest   lava   flow   in   the   basin   (which   faUs   slightly
above   the   Triassic-  Jurassic   systemic   boundary   [Cornet,   1977]).   This   places
the   specimen   near   the   base   of   the   BuU   Run   Shale   as   defined   by   Roberts   and
near   the   base   of   the   BaUs   Bluff   Siltstone   as   defined   by   Lee.

The   Dulles   specimen   (USNM   22381)   was   found   in   a   red   calcareous   mud-
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Fig.  L  Map  showing  location  of  Dulles  International  Airport  and  the  area  within  it  from
which  the  parasuchian  skeleton  was  recovered  (black  diamond).  Horizontal  rule — pre-Triassic
metamorphic  terrane;  vertical  rule — sediments  of  known  Jurassic  age  lying  above  basal  lava
flow.  Since  basal  flow  is  slightly  above  the  Triassic- Jurassic  boundary  and  the  exact  position
of  this  boundary  is  not  yet  established,  most  but  not  afl  of  the  unruled  area  is  of  late  Triassic
age.  Stippled  region  on  Virginia  base  map  is  the  approximate  area  underlain  by  the  Culpeper
basin.
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